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Abstract—Context-Aware Pervasive Systems (CAPS) are dy-
namic and heterogeneous software applications that focus on
the collaborative use of computing devices available in the
physical environment of users. In this paper, we present a CAPS
specification model that is used to specify context features and
their dynamic interactions in the physical environment of users.
CAPS specification model presents the notation of ‘context
chunk’ to specify system-to-be features and associated rules
for dynamic configuration under changing environments.

Index Terms—Context, Context-Aware Systems, Require-
ments Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, context-aware computing [8] has become
a reality as technology improves to make everyday appli-

ances and devices context-aware. These developments have
led software engineers to the idea of creating a software
system, called a pervasive system, which supports the col-
lective use of devices available in the environment of users.
Pervasive systems need to be aware of the available resources
(i.e. aware of their context) to detect changes in the envi-
ronment (context changes); and adapt their functionality and
behavior. However, because of the anytime/anywhere/any-
media nature [8], pervasive system development activates are
somewhat different. Hence, the CAPS specification requires
consideration of both context information and different types
of computing devices in an operating environment.

A context-aware pervasive system can be viewed as having
three basic functionalities [8]: sensing, thinking and acting.
System can vary in sophistication in each of these func-
tionalities. Pervasive software development becomes more
complex because the software must function in a setting that
is increasingly open and dynamic. Applications will require
behavior that is highly adaptive and very much dependents
on the availability of various resources which may also be
transient in nature.

The success of a CAPS development depends largely on
specifying system-to-be features with reference to context
changes and their impact on the interacting devices in an
environment. Significant work has been done to address the
challenges associated with context-aware pervasive system
requirements analysis and assessment. For example, Bres-
ciani et al. [1] have presented an agent-oriented methodology,
namely Tropos, that allows modeling interactions between
software and human agents; and the operating environment
of the system.

In this paper, we present a CAPS specification model,
which helps a system analyst to specify individual features
and their rules of interactions with other devices in an
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environment. The CAPS specification model supports spec-
ifying context-aware system features and individual inter-
action rules; and their dynamic interactions in the physical
environment of users. CAPS specification model represents
both structural and operational relationships between context-
aware system features and classifies features at four abstrac-
tion levels, namely, user layer, device layer, environment
layer and implementation layer.

II. RELATED WORK

In this paper, we adopt Dey [3] context definition which is
deemed suitable for pervasive computing by other researchers
(e.g. [8]): ‘Context is any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person,
place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and
application themselves’.

Finkelstein et al. [5] propose a framework for developing
ubiquitous web applications which consists of nine attributes,
namely, goal, service, environment, context, requirements,
application, rule and a meta level representation of the appli-
cation. Furthermore, Eila et al.[10] classifies requirements of
ubiquitous computing systems into three categories: system,
software and business and organization. Dan et al. [6] have
proposed to use context as a basic of requirements elicitation
for ubiquitous applications. They classify context into three
categories, namely, computing context, user context and
physical context; and use these categories to determine the
appropriate interaction between the user and the application.
Munoz et al. [9] presents a method to develop context-
aware pervasive systems based on model driven architecture
approach and proposes a set of models to specify contextual
information at conceptual level and a strategy to automati-
cally generate code from these models.

Recently, feature oriented modeling techniques [7] from
software product lines domain has been applied to specify
context-aware software systems. For example, Naoyasu [11]
uses the feature oriented modeling and VDM based formal
design with the notion of aspects to reduce design complexity
of context-aware systems. Paula et al. [4] have also pre-
sented a modeling notion, called UbiFEX, for representing
context information and defining context adaptive rules in a
feature models. Carlos et al. [2] have used feature modeling
techniques to to represent evolution of a pervasive system
and transform theses models to an executable reconfiguration
plan. However, these approaches lacks clear guidelines for
handling interactions between contextual information which
is important to further enhance the adoption of pervasive
systems in the industry.
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Fig. 1. CAPS Specification Meta Model

III. CAPS SPECIFICATION MODEL

CAPS development process needs a specification tech-
nique with a focus to elicit and assess stakeholder needs
and facilitate individual interests for a highly adaptive en-
virnoment. CAPS specification not only consists of individ-
ual system-to-be features but also depends on the available
computing devices and the underlying services available in
an environment. A CAPS specification model needs to under-
stand and specify system-to-be features; and individual rules
of dynamic configuration in a given environment. Figure 1
shows the meta-model of the CAPS specification model.

CAPS specification model provides a platform to analyze
stakeholder requirements of dynamic contexts and their pos-
sible interactions with a range of devices in an environment.
The method focus on the identification and elaboration of
stakeholder requirements to specify user and computing
devices information; and captures dynamic configurations of
a pervasive system. CAPS specification model is based on the
concept of software features [7] that are user-visible aspects
of characteristics of a software system. CAPS specification
model presents the notion of a ‘Context Chunk’ and is
defined as a pair <E, P> where E is an entity and P is
a policy. CAPS specification model represents the structural
relationship between context chunks through generalization
relationship. Furthermore, CAPS specification model also
supports dependency relationships to supplement the struc-
tural relationship between context chunks by specifying im-
plementation dependency between context chunks at different
classification levels.

A. Context Chunk

A context chunk is defined as a pair of entities and
associated policy, as shown in Figure 2; and acts as a unit
of analysis in the CAPS specification model. An entity is
an active system component which plays a specific role in
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Fig. 2. Context Chunk Model

satisfaction of stakeholder requirements. In this paper, we
adopt the entity definition [3]: An entity is a person, place or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application, including the user and application
themselves. We define policy as a set of rules for a proposed
specific use of an entity and governs the entity’s interactions
with other entities in a system. We classify a policy as either
a strict policy or a soft policy. A strict policy prescribes
intended entity behavior where a set of rules must always
hold. On the other hand, a soft policy prescribes preferences
among alternative behaviors where a set of rules are more
fulfilled along some alternatives and less along others.

Context chunks are used to specify pervasive system
requirements using entity-policy coupling as it allows to
simultaneously specify static information regarding users and
resources; and their dynamic configuration under changing
situations. Context-chunk provides a systematic process for
refining high-level requirements into concrete-level require-
ments.

B. Context Model

CAPS specification model organizes pervasive system
requirements as a directed graph called a context model.
Context model is a graphical hierarchy of context chunks
that represents both structural and operational relationship
between context chunks. Context chunks are identified and
classified in terms of user, device, environment and imple-
mentation abstraction levels in a context model.

The profiles at user layer are stakeholder needs specified
as distinct requirements. Devices are generic computing
resources that are used to implement pervasive system ser-
vices. The environment represents the way of implementing
services or operations. Context chunks at the implementation
abstraction level are context chunks that represent concrete
level requirements
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Fig. 3. Context Model

C. Context Chunk Relationships and Dependency

CAPS specification model organizes context chunks using
structural generalization relationship and realization depen-
dencies, as shown in Figure 3. The structural generalization
relationship leads to the organization of the context chunk
as a hierarchy of chunks at the same classification level
of a context model. The generalized relationship is used to
discover a new context chunk where two similar context
chunks at the same classification level can be specialized
into more specific ones with the help of additional rules
for the context chunk policy. The generalization relationship
is modeled with stereotype <<generalization>> and is
represented as broken lines with a diamond, as shown in
Figure 3.

We believe that in addition to the structural relationship, it
is important to consider the operational dependencies among
context chunks as it plays a significant implications during
the development of a context-aware pervasive system. We
define the realization dependency as a relationship between
context chunks in different classification levels of a context
model such that they collaborate with each other to perform
a task in a pervasive system. The realization dependency
relationship is modeled with stereotype <<realize>> and
is represented as solid lines, as shown in Figure 3.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we have present CAPS specification model
that guides stakeholders through a process of requirements
elicitation to analyze individual adaptive behaviors with
reference to dynamically changing operating environments.
We present the notion of context chunk to elicit stakeholder
requirements and its acts as a unit of analysis in the CAPS
method. Furthermore, context models and associated struc-
tural and operational dependency relationships are used to
classify and organize stakeholder requirements for a CAPS.

In future work, we plan to extend CAPS specification
method with formal rules for specifying policies associated
with each context chunk and guidelines for analyzing re-
alization relationships between context chunks at different
classification levels. We also aim to study the impact of
context dependent requirements analysis process on the re-
configuration of a pervasive system. Further, the ability to
model pervasive system requirements analysis and assess-
ment in a graphical context model also offers the potential
for tool support.
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